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Big event this month: Alliance Française is hosting its first artistic exposition.  
To celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the revolution of May 68, the cultural service of le 
Consulat généal of France in Atlanta present “Au Coeur de Mai 68”, a series of photos from 
Philippe Gras, followed by two documentaries.  
 
You will find more information on the website of the Alliance. This exposition is a prelude to 
the conference « Mai 68 en France et en Europe », presented (in English and in French) by 
Hélène Crié-Wiesner, which will be held the 29th of May at the Alliance. Please remember to 
register and save a seat.  
 
But before that, the French writer Pascal Bruckner, specially invited by our Alliance, will 
deliver in English an outstanding conference in Raleigh the 2nd of May at 7pm. He will 
present the different relations that French and Americans have with money, around his 
second to last work, “La Sagesse de l’argent” (2016).  
 
Don’t forget our montly rendezvous, you will find the details on our website: 
 

- The cinéclub the 9th of May – “Jacquou le croquant” 
- The Welcome café the 14th of May 
- The cercle de convivialité the 18th of May  
- The Club de Lecture the 26th of May 
- The Apéro’sing every Wednesday evening 

 
Write down today on your calendar: the 2nd of June, the general meeting (Assemblée 
générale) of the Alliance Française at la Maison de France. To make this meeting a little 
more festive, we were thinking of hosting it as a goûter/ picnic/ potluck in the garden. You 
will meet the members of the Conseil d’administration, as well as the volunteers of the 
Alliance who lead some of our regular rendezvous.  
 
At last, the Alliance often propose a variety of new events and French classes of different 
levels. The library ‘Bibliothèque’, joint between l’Ecole and l’Alliance, offers a big selection 
of books for adults, children and teenagers. Don’t forget that as member of the Alliance 
Française you have access to the Culturethèque.  
 
A new Workshop: France its regions, its gastronomy May 29th – 6:30 to 8pm  
More Infos:  https://www.afraleigh.org/a-table 
 
 
Others Events: 
Fundraising At “L’ecole” May 12th: https://www.youcaring.com/lecolefrenchschoolofraleigh-
1164398 
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Check our web site regularly to keep yourself up to date 
 
We wish you an excellent beginning of spring.  
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